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Abstract 
For any coalgebra C. we can consider the category of all right C-comodules M’. which is an 
abelian category. We give a complete characterization of hereditary (pre)torsion theories in M’. 
In the first part of the paper we study monomorphism and epimorphism in the category of 
coalgebras. since they are related to the torsion theories determined by certain morphism of 
coalgebras with some additional properties (e.g. coflat morphisms). 
1. Introduction 
Torsion theories (specially hereditary ones) have played a very important role in the 
study of abelian categories in particular for the module categories over rings, since 
1960s (see e.g. Stenstriim’s book [9]). In the case we consider a coalgebra C, the 
category of all right C-comodules, M’, is a good abelian category (in fact is a 
Grothendieck category). Then, it is natural to investigate hereditary (pre)torsion 
theories in this category. 
In this paper we give a complete characterization of hereditary (pre)torsion theories 
on MC (see Sections 4 and 5). Since certain morphisms of coalgebras with some 
additional properties (e.g. coflat monomorphism) determine a hereditary torsion 
theory on M’, we study in Section 3 the monomorphism (resp. epimorphism) in the 
category of coalgebras. We remark that the study of epimorphism is trivial (always 
surjective) but the monomorphism case is more interesting (see Theorem 3.5). In the 
last Section (Section 6), we associate to a coflat monomorphism a nice hereditary 
torsion theory (i.e. a localizing subcategory), we also describe the quotient category of 
M“ by this localizing subcategory. (We refer to the comments in the beginning of this 
section for more details.) 
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2. Notation and preliminaries 
Let k be a field. Vector spaces over k are called k-spaces, and linear maps between 
k-spaces are called k-maps. A coalgebra over k is a k-space C together with two 
k-linear maps d : C + C @ C (the unadorned tensor product is understood to be over 
k) and E: C + k such that (1 @ d)d = (d @ 1)d and (1 0 c)d = (E @ l)d = 1. We 
shall use the so-called “sigma notation” (see Sweedler’s book [lo] or Abe’s book [l] ), 
i.e. d(~‘) = &,c, @ c’~ if c E C. A coalgebra C is called to be cocommutative if for any 
CE C we have d(c) = &,cl @ c2 = &)c2 @c,. Let (C,dc,cc) and (D,dn,rzn) be two 
coalgebras. A map u : C -+ D is called a coalgebra morphism if A,u = (u @ u)Ac and 
E~C( = cc. We write Cog, (resp. CCog,) for the category of all coalgebras (resp. 
cocommutative coalgebras). 
If C is a coalgebra, a right C-comodule is a k-space M with a k-map 
P,~ : M + M 0 C such that (pi,,, 0 l)p, = (1 0 A)p,,, and (1 @ c)P,~ = 1. We also use 
the sigma notation for C-comodules, i.e. p(m) = &)PJZ~ @ tnl, tit0 E M, ml E C. If 
M and N are C-comodules, a comodule map from M to N is a k-map ,f: M + N such 
that (.f‘@ l)p, = pN J: The k-space of all comodules maps from M to N is denoted by 
Com,(M, N) and MC denotes the category of right C-comodules. In the same way we 
can construct the category of left C-comodules ‘M. 
It is well known that MC is an abelian category (see [lo, 11, etc.). In fact, M“ is 
a Grothendieck category. 
3. Monomorphisms and epimorphisms in the category of coalgebras 
3.1. Epimorphisms in the categories Cog, and CCog, 
Let % be an arbitrary category. A morphism .f’: A + B is said to be a monomor- 
phism in % (resp. epimorphism) provided that for any object C in % and morphisms 
~1, c’ : C -+ A (resp. U, v : B --f C) such that ,fu =,fi (resp. u.f= v,f’) it follows that u = r 
(see for example [7]). 
The study of epimorphism in the categories Cog, and CCog, is given by the 
following result. 
Theorem 3.1. In the categories Cog, and CCog, the epimorphisms coincide vrith the 
surjectiue morphisms. 
Proof. Let C, D E Cog, be two coalgebras and let u : C -+ D be an epimorphism in the 
category of coalgebras. Let I/ = D/Im U. I/ is a k-space. We denote by (FC( V), x), 
where x is the canonical map, the free coalgebra associated to I/ (see 14, lo]). We 
consider the maps 
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where 71 is the canonical surjection and 0 is the zero map. Since FC( V) is the free 
coalgebra, then there exist coalgebra morphisms 
such that w?= 7c and ro=O. Now ~71~ = rru =0 and & =Ou =O. Thus 
~(7iu) = SC(&). Hence n = x71 = x0 = 0. Therefore, I/ = 0 and Im u = D. 
By using the free cocommutative coalgebra (see 14, lo]) we can show that the 
epimorphisms in the category CCog, are surjective. 0 
3.2. Monomorphisms in the categories Cog, and CCog, 
The characterization of monomorphisms in the categories Cog, and CCog, is 
more complicated and for this case we will need some considerations on “cotensor 
product”. 
Let C be an arbitrary coalgebra, M be a right C-comodule and N be a left 
C-comodule, the cotensor product iz/I q C N is the kernel of the k-map 
Q,,, @ 1 - 1 @ pN : M @ N + M @ C @ N. Following [4], the contensor product is 
a left exact functor MC x ‘M -+ Mk ( Mk is the category of k-spaces) that preserve 
direct sums and direct limits. Moreover, the mapping m 0 c + c(c)m and 
c @ n + c(c)n yield a natural isomorphism M q C C = A4 and C q C N = N. 
Remarks (i) If C = k, then M q C N = M @ N. 
(ii) Let C be a finite dimensional coalgebra and let M (resp. N) be a right (resp. left) 
finite dimensional C-comodule. From the exact sequence 
o-+Mo,N+MON 
,‘,v@ I ~ l @l’\ M 0 C @ N 
we obtain that the sequence (*) 
M*@C*@N* + M*@N*-+(M&N)*-0 
({Jr, 0 1 - 1 0 (Jr)* 
is exact. 
Since M has finite dimension as k-space, then M* is a left C-comodule (see [lo, 
p. 981) and therefore M * is a right C*-module. Analogously, N * is a left C*-module. 
Hence (M q C N)* E M* ac* N* from (*). 
Now if C and D are two coalgebras and M is (C, D)-bicomodule, i.e. (1 0 p’ )p 
= (p- 0 I)p+, wherep- : M -+ C @ M and p + : M --f M @ D are the structure maps 
of M, and N is a left D-comodule, then the map p 0 1 : M 0 N + C 0 M 0 N define 
over M @ N a structure of left C-module. In this case M q D N is a C-subcomodule of 
M @ N (cf. [4]). 
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If cp : C + D is a coalgebra morphism and M E MC, then A4 can be considered as 
a right D-comodule (via the morphism cp) with the structure map 
which we denote by M,,. In this way we can define an exact functor 
(-I, : MC --$ MD. 
Similarly we obtain a functor for left comodules. 
Note that if M E MC, N E ‘M and cp is injective, then M,,, q D N,, 1 M q C N (as 
k-spaces). 
In particular, C itself may be regarded as a left and right D-comodule. Considering 
C as a (D, C)-bicomodule we form the right C-comodule NV = N q o C, where 
N E MD. Thus we obtain a left exact functor 
(-)‘” : MD + MC. 
By [4, Proposition 61 the functor (-)” is a right adjoint of the functor (-),. We observe 
that (-), = - q C C, where C is considered as (C, D)-bicomodule. In particular, since 
C is a (C, C)-bicomodule, then C, via the morphism cp, is also a (D, D)-bicomodule. Let 
M E MC. From the diagram 
we have (l.W 0 v~~)(P.~ 0 1,)~~~ = (I,,,, 0 vL)U~ 0 A)P.~ and, therefore, 
p.&,(M) G M,” q oC. We denote by p,M : M -+ h-l,,, q nC the corestriction of the map 
pw. Clearly the maps [PM, M E MC) define a functorial morphism 
p: l,q< -+ (-)‘“‘_(O,,?. 
Taking M = C, pc = AC we obtain a canonical morphism a : C + C q n C. It is easy 
to see that d IS a (C, C)-bicomodule morphism. We remark that if C and D are 
cocommutative coalgebras then C q o C is a subcoalgebra of C 0 C (here C @ C is the 
tensor product as coalgebras (see [lo, p. 541). In this case d : C 4 C 00 C is a coal- 
gebra morphism. Let 
be the restriction of the canonical maps C @ C -+ C, c1 @ c2 -+c(c1)c2 (resp. 
ci @ cz -+ c,~(c~). Clearly p, is a right C-comodule morphism and pz is a left 
C-comodule morphism. Also p1 2 = pzd = 1. We write Alg, (resp. FAlg,) for the 
category of all k-algebras (resp. finite dimensional k-algebras). The study of 
monomorphisms in the category Cog, is strongly connected with the study of 
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epimorphisms in the category FAlg,. Let A, B be two objects in FAlg, and let 
cp : A -+ B be a morphism of k-algebras. Clearly BOA B is a B-B-bimodule 
and a k-space of finite dimension. Let @B : B OA B --f B the map defined as 
&(b 0 6’) = bb’, where b, b’ E B, then 4B is a morphism of B-B-bimodules. 
Let 
A-Mods B-Mod 
‘P* 
be the functors defined as q*(M) = B @,, M and q,(N) = N. It is well known that ‘p* 
is a left disjoint of (P*. 
Following the characterization of the epimorphisms in the category of rings given in 
19, XI, Proposition 1.21 we can obtain the following result. 
Proposition 3.2. Let cp : A --f B he a k-algebru morphism where A, B E FAlg,. The 
,following properties are equivalent: 
(1) cp is un epimorphism in FAlg,. 
(2) 4B : B mA B + B is an isomorphism. 
(3) ‘p*cp.+ ‘v lB_Mod (as natural isomorphism offunctors). 
(4) B/p(A) @A B = 0. 
(5) Thefimctor ‘p* : B-mod -+ A-Mod is full. 
Proof. The proof is analogue to the proof of [9, XI, Proposition 1.21. We only have to 
remark that in our case M = B OA B is a BPB-bimodule of finite dimension over the 
field k and therefore (very important) the trivial extension B x M is also finite 
dimensional k-algebra. 0 
Remark. From assertion (3) of the foregoing proposition it follows that every epimor- 
phism in the category FAlg, is also an epimorphism in the category Alg,. 
Now for the case of the category FCog, we obtain the following result using 
Proposition 3.2. 
Proposition 3.3. Let C, D E FCog, and let cp : C + D be u cocrlgebru morphism. The 
,following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) cp is a monomorphism in FCog,. 
(b) cp* :D* + C* is an epimorphism in FAlg,. 
(c) CnoKercp =O. 
Proof. The equivalence (a) o (b) follows from the fact that the contravariant functor 
C + C* gives a duality between the categories FCog, and FAlg,. 
(b) o (c) Since 0 -+ Ker cp + C --f D is an exact sequence (where Ker cp and C are 
considered as D-D-bicomodules), then the sequence D* + C* 4 (Krr q)* --+ 0 
is exact, i.e. (Ker cp)* z C*/D* (isomorphism as D*-bimodules). By Proposition 3.2 
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we have that ‘p* is an epimorphism in FAlg, if and only if (Ker (p)* O,,* C* = 0. 
Since C*, D* and (Kercp)* have finite dimension over the field k, then 
(Ker cp)* aDA C* z (C q DKer cp)*. Thus, cp * is an isomorphism if and only if 
COnKercp =O. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let C, D E Cog, and let cp : C + D be u coalyebra morphism. Then q is 
un monomorphism in Cog, if und only ffor ecerJ,,finite k-dimensional subcoalgehra A of 
C the restriction morphism q(,,, : A -+ q(A) is a monomorphism in the category FCog,. 
Proof. The implication * is clear. 
+: Let C’ E Cog, and u, u : C’ + C be a coalgebra morphisms satisfying VU = cp~‘. 
Let c’ E C’. By the Fundamental Theorem of Coalgebras there exists a finite dimen- 
sional coalgebra C” of C’ such that c’ E C”. Since u(C”) and U( C”) are the finite 
dimensional subcoalgebras of C’, then by the same theorem of coalgebras there exists 
a finite dimensional subcoalgebra A of C such that u(C”) c A and r(C”) c A. We 
have the following diagram in FCog,: 
where (pA c uc,, = cpA. cc,,. Since qa is a monomorphism in the category FCog, then 
I.+,. = c‘~... Hence u(c’) = c(c’) and since c’ E C’ is arbitrary, then u = c. 0 
Now, we can give the characterization of monomorphism in the category of Cog,. 
Theorem 3.5. Let C, D E Cog, and let cp : C + D be u coalgebra morphism. The,follo\t>- 
iny statements are equivalent: 
(1) cp is a monomorphism in Cog,, 
(2) C lJo Ker cp = 0. 
(3) the canonical morphism d : C --f C l-JD C is un isomorphism. 
(4) the jiinctor ( -)cp : M’ + MD is full. 
(5) the canonical ,finctorial morphism p : 1 hlc --f (-)” (-& is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (1) * (2) Let z E C q o Ker cp. Since C q D Ker cp c C @ Ker 43, then 
z = Ci= 1 Ci @ -xi, where xi E Ker q c C, ci E C (1 5 i 5 n). Then there exists a finite 
k-dimensional subcoalgebra A of C such that ci, x, E A (1 5 i I n). Let B = q(A) and 
(P* : A --) B the restriction of cp to A. We have z E A q B Ker qA. From Propositions 3.3 
and 3.4 it follows that z = 0. Thus, C q o Ker cp = 0. 
(2) - (1) follows from Propositions 3.3 and 3.4. 
(2) * (3) The exact sequence of D-comodules 
O+Kerco+C+D 
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gives us the exact sequence 
i.e. 
Since C q D D z C via the mapping c 0 d + uD(d) and &D cp = cc, then 1 0 cp gives 
the canonical morphism p, :CoDC’+C (where ~r(z)=&,c,~(c~) if 
z= &co @ cl). Hence pr is injective. Since p, 2 d = lc, p1 is also surjective and then 
bijective. Therefore, A is bijective too. 
(3) = (2) result from the proof of the implication (2) * (3). 
(2) * (5) Let M E M’. Since M,p = M q C C, where C is considered as an (C, D)- 
bicomodule, then MC,, 170 Ker cp z (M On C) q D Ker cp z M On C) OD Ker cp) = 0. 
Now from the exact sequence 
0 + Ker cp + C + D, 
we obtain 
O+M,,ODKercp+M,,ODC- M<, ODD 
and 
Since M,,, q D D z M,,, via the mapping m @ d -+ mcD(d) and ED” cp = cc, then 
M 0~ C + M (P.&I.?= 1 mi @ (.i) = Cr= 1 miE(Ci)) which is injective. Since pM. p,w = 
1 ,M, P,~ is surjective. Hence p.u is bijective and p,cr is an isomorphism. 
(5) + (3) is obvious and (3) + (2) follows from the proof of (2) =j (5). 
(5) - (4) is also clear. 
(4) 3 (1) Consider the diagram (1) 
where A E Cog, and cp~ = cpz’ (u, u are coalgebra morphisms). Let a E A, then by 
Fundamental Theorem of Coalgebras there exists a finite dimensional subalgebras 
A’cA,C’cCandD’~Dsuchthatu’~A’,u(A’)~C’,~(A’)~C’andcp(C’)cD’. 
We denote by u’, U’ and cp’ the restriction of u, u and cp to A’ and C’. We have the 
diagram (1’) 
such that cp~ = qc. It is easy to see the fact that the functor (0, is full implies that the 
functor (-),,,, is also full. But the diagram (1)’ yields the diagram 
such that IA’*, ‘p’* = u’* q’*. Since C’ and D’ are finite dimension, then the fact that the 
functor (-),,q, is full implies that the functor “restriction of scalars” given by the ring 
morphism cp ‘* is also full. Then by Proposition 1.2 assertion 
(d) * (a) from [9] it results that u’* = L”*. Hence 11’ = L>’ and u(a) = u(u), i.e. 
u=c. 0 
For the cocommutative case we have a very clear result. 
Theorem 3.6. Let C, D E Ccog, anal cp : C + D he LI wdgehru morphism. Then cp is 
a monomorphism in Ccog, if an only if (I, is injectice. 
Proof. Since the implication + is obvious, it remains only to show the other 
implication. Exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3.4 we can assume that C, D have 
finite dimension over k. But in this case cp : C -+ D is a monomorphism if and only if 
q* : D* + C* is an epimorphism of k-algebras. Since D*, C* have finite dimension y is 
a monomorphism if and only if C* 0 D*/Im q* = 0. If Im ‘p* c C* and C*;‘Im cp* 
has finite dimension over k, then C*/Im ‘p* is a finitely generated D*-module. Then 
there exists a maximal D*-submodule X of C* such that Im (p* L X. Since 
C* @ C*/Im q* = 0, then C*,lX @QoC*.IX = 0. But C*/X z D*/Y, where Y is 
a maximal ideal in D*. Hence D*/Y OD*D*lY = 0. Since D* is conmutative 
D*/Y ODsD*/Y 2 D*/Y = 0, this is a contradiction. Thus ‘p* is surjective and 
therefore q is injective. 0 
We remark that the foregoing theorem has been obtained in 16, Proposition 5.11 by 
other methods. 
Example. Now we give an example of a monomorphism in the category Cog, that it is 
not injective. Consider the k-algebras 
and 
We have dim, R = 3 and dim, S = 4. We denote by i : R + S the inclusion map. We 
claim that i is an epimorphism in Alg,. By Proposition 3.2 we only have to show that 
S/R OR S = 0. We denote by rij the matrix with 1 in the entry (i,j) and 0 else- 
where. It is sufficient to see that eij @ ekl = 0, i, j, k, I = 1,2. Since ri 1, e, 2, ezz E R, 
- 
it remains to prove that eI1 @ek, =O. Indeed e,, Oell =e,i @~‘,~e~, = 
L’21e12 Oe2, = e22 042, = 0; 
- 
e21Oe22=e2le22@1 =o; and e2, Oe2, = 
e2, @e,,r,, = e2,ez2 @e2, = 0 and 
- 
e 210e,2=e21e,2@1 =e,,Ol =O. Hence 
i : R --f S is an epimorphism. By Proposition 1.4 it follows that i* : S* + R* is an 
monomorphism in Cog,. Since i is not surjective, then i* is not injective. 
4. Torsion theories on M’ 
Let .d be a Grothendieck category and % a full subcategory of .d. % is called closed 
([S, p. 395]), if % is closed under subobjects, quotient objects and direct sums. If % is 
furthermore closed under extensions, then % is called a localizing suhcuteyory of .c/. It 
may be easily seen that a closed subcategory of a Grothendieck category is also 
a Grothendieck category (indeed, if U E .n/ is the generator, then ( U/K 1 U,/K E % ) is 
a family of generators of % and the direct sum is the generator). 
If Y? is closed, the sum of all the subobjects, I,~(M), of M E .d which belong to 
% defines a left exact subfunctor ted : .r/ + x2 of the identity functor of .c/. This functor 
is called the preradical functor associated to %. If M E .d and M = t,,(M) (resp. 
0 = tr6(M)), then M is said to be %-torsion (resp. %-torsion free) object. 
If % is a localizing subcategory of .d, then tsd (Ml&,( M)) = 0. Therefore in this case t,,, 
is a radical. Following [9, Chapter VI] a closed subcategory of .cf is an herrtlitur~ 
pretorsion theory in .r/ and a localizing subcategory of .(-/ is an herediturJ> torsion 
theory in .Q!. 
Since the category M“ is a Grothendieck category, the aim of this section is study 
the hereditary pretorsion (resp. torsion) theories on MC. The main results are the 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.5. 
Let C be a coalgebra. Following [I] or [lo], C* = Hom,(C,k) has a natural 
structure of ring. Indeed if ,f;s E C *, then .fg = (.f’@ ~)d (here k 0 k 5 k). Hence if 
(‘E C and d(c) = E,c)c~ 0 c2 then (jti)(c) = &,.f’(ci)~(~~~). 
If I/ is a k-vector space, then I/ * = Hnrnk( 1/, k). If S is any subset of I/, we set 
S’ = (,f’~ I’* I,f‘(x) = 0, for any x E S) and if X is a subset of T/* we set 
X’ = i.x E L’ I,f’(x) = 0, for any ,f’~ X). Given ,f’~ I/ *, by letting the family of subsets 
of I/* (,f+ S’ 1 S G V is a finite set) be a base for a system of neighborhoods of ,f; V* 
becomes a linear topological space. This topology is called the finite topology. If 
X c I/ * is an arbitrary subespace then the closure X of X in the finite topology of I/ * 
exactly (Xl)‘. In particular any finite dimensional subspace of L’* is closed (e.g. [ 10, 
page 681). When V = C, then C* is a linear topological space (In fact C* is 
a topological ring). Let P,~ : M + M @ C be a right C-comodule, then M has a natural 
structure of left C*-module. Indeed, if nz E M and L.* E C*, then c*m = &,,,,moc*(ml ) 
where pdm) = I(,,,) m. 0 ml. 
Following [lo], if c*M is a left C*-module, we have the canonical morphisms 
M@C 1 Horn,,, C*, M) 
/ li 
M 
where sc(m @ c)(,f’) = mf’(c) for any IX E M, c~ C and ,f~ C*. Here ;( is a injective 
morphism of vector spaces. If M E M, then we define /)(m)(c*) = c*m. When /j factor- 
izes through x, i.e. for any nl E M there exists a unique element 1; mi @ (‘i E M @ C 
such that /?(m) = x(x: mi @ ci), then M is called ratio& module. If we denote by 
Rat-C* the class of all (left) rational C*-modules then by [l, lo], the category MC is 
isomorphic with the category Rat-C*. 
By [l, lo], it follows that Rat-C* is a closed subcategory of the category c*M (the 
category of all left C*-modules). Under certain hypotheses Rat-C* is also a localizing 
subcategory of ceM. 
Let .4 be any Grothendieck category and M E ,d any object. We denote by o.,[ M] 
(or shortly o[M]) the class of all the objects of A subgenerated by M, i.e. the objects 
isomorphic to subobjects of quotient objects of direct sums of copies of M. It is easily 
seen that o.,[M] is a closed subcategory of .cJ (in fact o.,[M] is the smallest closed 
subcategory of .c/ containing M). By [lo], if C is an arbitrary coalgebra, then 
Rat-C* = o[~*C]. Moreover c*C is a injective cogenerator in o[~*C]. 
The following result is very important in what follows. (We think that it is 
well-known). 
Proposition 4.1. The ,fbllowiq Llssertions hold: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Jf I c C* is u left ided, then I’ = Anncl = jc E C / Ic = 0; 
[f‘ X E C is u lqft coideul. then X’ = Am+(X), lvhere Annc*( X) = 
( ,f E c * 1 ,fi- = 0 VY E x ) 
!f pM : M + M @ C is u ricght C-comodule und a is a two-sided ided of C* such 
thut aM = 0, then P,~(M) c M @a’. (i.e. M is u right comodule over the 
suhcoalgehr-u a1 of C). 
Proof. (i) If (’ E An+1 then .f? = 0 b’f’E 1. If d(c) = I,~,(‘, @ cZ then 
,fi = Ccl,f’(c2) = 0. Hence t:(CcI,f(cZ)) = 0 and therefore 0 = Cc(cl).f’(c2) 
= x,f(t:(c1)c2) =.f’(~c(c,)c,) =,f(c). Hence An+1 c I’. 
Conversely if c E I’, then ,f’(c) = 0, ‘d’f’~ 1. Assume that d(c) = I;= 1 xi @ yi where 
we can assume that all .Y~S are linearly indepenent. There exists y E C* such that 
s(.Y~) = 1 and y(.~;) = 0 for any i # t. Since q,f’~ I (I is a left ideal) then (yf’)(c) = 0. 
Therefore, ~~=I y(.xi),f(yi) = 0. Hence .f’(~t,) = 0. Since 1 < i I n is arbitrary, then 
.f;, = I:=, .Ki.f’(Ji) = 0 and therefore 1’ E- An+I. 
(ii) Iff’E Xl, then ,f(X) = 0. Assume that Y E X. Since d(X) G C @ X then d(s) = 
Ctl,.~l 0 .YI with .Y> E X. But ,/:u = ~.(Z,sl,f(.~Z) = 0 and therefore X’ c Anne.(X). 
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Conversely assume now that ,f~ An+(X), then ,6x = 0 VXE X. Since 
.fx = &+~J(-Yz). Then 0 = ~:(C~.x~f(.~~)) = Ctxj~(xl ).0.x2) =~‘(&E(.Y~ )x2) =.0.x). 
Thus f~ X ‘. 
(iii) If m E M we write ~,~(nr) = &,,,,mO @ml and we can assume that all nzO are 
linearly independent over k. If ,f’~ a we have 0 =,fm = x mof(ml ). Hence ,f’(m, ) = 0 
and 111, E a’. Thus pM(M) G M 0 a’. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let C he u coalgehru and A he u suhcoalyehra qf C. We denote by 
‘f ,*= [MEM’I~~(M)E MBA;. Then 
(i) M E Sa if and only if A’M = 0. 
(ii) KA is u closed subcateyorr of MC. 
(iii) The map A + XA is a hljectiae map hetvveen the set qf‘ull suhcoulyehrus of‘C und 
the set of ull closed subcategories of MC. 
Proof. (i) Assume that M E ctA and ,f’~ A’. Then f(A) = 0. Since P,~( M) G M @ A, 
then ,$m = 0 for any m E M. Hence A’M = 0. Conversely if A’M = 0 by Proposition 
4.l(iii) p,(M) E M @ A” = M @ A. 
(ii) From the statement (i) follows easily that %A is closed under subobjects, 
quotient objects and direct sums. 
(iii) Let % be a closed subcategory of MC. Since M’ is isomorphic to Rat-C*, is 
a closed subcategory of C*-Mod, then 55’ is a closed subcategory of C*-Mod. 
Since C is a C-C-bimodule, then C is a C*-C*-bimodule. Indeed if c E C and 
,t~ E C*, then ,fi = &,c1,f(c2) and cy = Ccc,y(c1)c2, where c = &,c, 0 cz. Hence 
(.fc)~ = E&cl )i(cr )J(c2) and .f(c.q) = &g(ci )(cr)l.f((cz)z). Since Ccc)(cl )r 0 
(c,)~ @ c2 = x,(‘,cl @(c2),(c2)z we obtain that (,fi)g =.f(cy) and C is a C*VY*-bi- 
modules. 
Let A = t,6(c*C), where tfL is the preradical associated to the closed subcategory 
% of C*-Mod. Then A is a left C*-submodule of c.C. Let 9 EC*. Since C is an 
C*--C*-bimodule, then the map u : C + C, u (c) = cy is a morphism of left C*-mod- 
ules. Since % is a closed under quotient objects, then u(A) E A. Hence Ay s A. Thus 
A is a C*-C*-subbimodule of c*Cc*. 
If we consider A as a comodule, then we have d(A) E A @ C and d(A) c C 0 A. 
Therefore, A (A) G (A @ C)n(C @ A) = A @ A. Thus A is a subcoalgebra of C. It is 
clear that A considered as a right C-comodule belongs to W. 
Let M E 5-5. It is clear that there exists a monomorphism 0 -+ M + C”’ for some 
I + 8 (c.f. [12]). Since rz is left exact and commutes with direct sums, we obtain 
0 + M + t,,,(C)“‘, i.e. 0 -+ M + A”‘, where A is considered as a right C-comodule. 
Then A’( A”‘) = 0 implies AIM = 0 and M E %‘A by statement (i). Therefore, % G ‘6*. 
Conversely if M E K,,, then P,~( M) c M @ A. Hence M is a right A-comodule. Thus 
there exists a right comodule monomorphism 0 -+ M --f A”’ for some set I + 0. Since 
AE%, then ME%. 
If A is a subcoalgebra and put B = tc6 ,(c*C) since A (A) G A x A result that A E B. 
On the other hand, by (i) we have A’B = 0 so by Proposition 4.1 we have 
BcAL1 = A. So A = B. Now, it is easy to show that there is a bijective correspond- 
ence between the set of all subcoalgebras of C and the set of all closed subcategories of 
MC given by A + (da. 0 
Corollary 4.3. Jf’ % is a closeed suhcutegory of M“, then % is closed under direct 
products. 
Proof. Let (M,)iG, be a family of objects of %. Since % = %A for some subcoalgebra 
A of C. Then A’(nitrMi) = 0 where Mi is considered as left C*-module. Since 
Rat-C* is a closed subcategory of C*-Mod, it defines a preradical Rut: C*- 
Mod +C*-Mod. Then it is easy to see that Rat(ni,,Mi) is the product in the 
category Rat-C* (or MC). Since Rut(flie, Mi) G nie, M;, then A’Rat(nit, Mi) = 0. 
Hence Rat(ni,, Mi) E % and C is closed under arbitrary direct products. 0 
Let M E MC. We denote I = Anne*(M) (M considered as a left C*-module). Since 
I is a twosided ideal of C*, then K = I’ is a subcoalgebra of C. The following result 
characterizes the closed subcategory a[M] or M’. 
Corollary 4.4. With the above notation, o[M] = KK. 
Proof. Let pM : M + M @ C be the canonical morphism. By Proposition 4.1 assertion 
(iii) results that Pan E M 0 K. Hence M E %!k. and o[M] G XI;. 
By Theorem 4.2 we have that a[M] = %~, for some subcoalgebra A of C. Since 
ME(T[M]thenA’M=OandA~~I.HenceA=(A’)121~=K.Now,letXE~,. 
Thus K’X = 0. Since K G A, then A’ G K’. Therefore A’X = 0 and X E Za = 
oCM1. 0 
Remark. If % is a closed subcategory of M’, then % = %1 for some subcoalgebra A of 
C by Theorem 4.2. In fact, we have % = o[A] where A is considered here as a right 
C-comodule. 
We recall (see [l, p. 831) that if X and Y are two k-subspaces of C, X n Y denotes 
d~‘(COY+XOC).Weset~“X=(0),~‘X=Xand~”X=~”~’X~X.By 
[l, p. 831 we have XI7 = (X’Y’)“‘. 
Let A be a subcoalgebra of C. For any natural number n, we have f7”A = (a”)l“, 
where a = A’ (a is a two sided ideal of C*). If A = H2A, we will say that A is 
co-idempotent. 
Theorem 4.5. Let C he u c~~algehru and let A be u suhcoulgehru. 
(i) [f A = n2 A (i.e. A is co-idempotent), then %A is u localiziny suhcutegor)~ of M’. 
(ii) The map A 4 %~, is hijectbe map between the set qfull co-idempotent suhulgehrus 
qf C und the set qf all localizing subcategories of M’. 
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Proof. (i) By Theorem 4.2 it is enough to show that KA is closed under extensions. Let 
O+M,+M,-+M,+O 
be an exact sequence in MC with M,, M, E %,.,. By Theorem 4.2 we have A’M, = 
ALM3 = 0. Hence(Al)‘M, = 0. By Proposition4.1,p,Z(M,) c MI @((A’)‘)‘. But 
((A1)2)1 = A and pM2(M2) c M2 0 A, i.e. M2 E KA. 
(ii) Let % be a localizing subcategory of MC. By Theorem 4.1 % = %*, where A is 
a subcoalgebra of C. It is sufficient to show that A = f7’A in this case. Since 
(A’)’ G A’, then A = (A’)’ G ((A’)‘)’ = Ll’A. Let M = L”A/A. Since t7’A = 
{c~ C((A’)‘c = 0). then A’(A’c) = 0 and A’ s (A’)‘(. = A. Hence if m = CE M, 
where (‘E f12A, then A’m = A’C = A’c = 0. Thus M E%~. The exact sequence 
and the fact that sA is localizing that I12A E %,,. We have, A = tf6 ,(C). Therefore, 
A = I7 2 A and A is co-idempotent. 
Let .d be a Grothendieck category and let %’ be a subcategory of .d. We recall that 
% is said to be stable when M E % implies E(M) E %. (Here E(M) denotes the injective 
envelope of M in ~1). 
Let C be a coalgebra and ME M’ be a right C-comodule. If the functor 
M q C -: MC - Mk is exact, we say that M is coflut. Now by a result of Takeuchi [ 111, 
M is coflat if and only if M is an injective object in M’. 0 
We now give a characterization of the stable closed subcategory of M“. 
Proposition 4.6. Let C he u coulgehru, A a suhcoalgehru of’ C. The ,fo//owing three 
statement are equicalent: 
(i) %A is stable 
(ii) A is N right coflut C-comodule. 
(iii) A is a right injectice C-comodule. 
In this case Xa is u localizing subcategory ?f MC. 
Proof. (i) * (iii): Since C is injective as right C-comodule, then E(A), the injective 
envelope of A considered as a right C-module, is contained in C. If K, is stable 
E(A) E WA. But A = t,,,,(C), it follows A = E(A). 
(iii) * (i) If M E x1, then there exists a monomorphism M -+ A”‘. Since A is a right 
injective comodule then E(M) E A (‘) From A E %> it follows that E(M) E XA . 
(iii) e (ii) By Takeuchi’s result. 
We now show that %A is localizing. Suppose given 
O+M,-+M,-+M,-+O 
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an exact sequence with MI, M3 E %?,_,. We always can construct the diagram: 
0 0 0 
I I I 
O-MI .M, ,M3-0 
I I I 
O----E(MI) -E(MI 10 E(M,) -E( M3)-0 
with exact rows. Since E(M,) and E(M,) belong to %,,,, then E(M,) 0 E(M,) E%~. 
Hence M EVA. 0 
Let A be a subcoalgebra of C. We define for any natural number II, A, = II’+ ’ A. 
Thus we obtain an ascending chain 
of k-subcoalgebras of C. Let A, = u:ZO A n. A, is also a subcoalgebra of C (e.g. see 
Cl, P. 831). 
If B is other subcoalgebra of C, then A,flB = K’(A, 0 C + C@B) = 
d-‘((U,“=,A,)OC+COB)=d-‘(U,“=,(A,OC+COB))=U,”=,d-‘(A, 
@ C + C @ B) = U~EO(~,~~). Taking B = A,, then A,IIA, = UFEO(~,~~k). 
Since AnA = An+k, then we obtain that &II/l, c A,. Hence 
f12A, = A,IIIA, E A,. Thus f12.4, = A, and A, is a co-idempotent subcoal- 
gebra of C. In fact A, is the smallest co-idempotent subcoalgebra containing A. 
Let & be a Grothendieck category and let %7 be a closed subcategory. We denote by 
@ the smallest localizing subcategory of ,d containing %? (% always exists). Indeed 
@ has the following definition. 
Proposition 4.7. G? = (M E .d I,for any subobject N c M, M/N contains a nonzero 
subobject in V}. 
Proof. See the proof of [9, VI, Proposition 2.51. 0 
Considering the case d = MC we can obtain the following more interesting result. 
Proposition 4.8. Let C be a coalgebra and let A be a subcoalgebra qf C. Then Y?*, is the 
smallest localizing subcategory containing %?A. 
Proof. Since A, is co-idempotent, then VA, is a localizing subcategory of MC by 
Theorem 4.5. Since A E A,, then %‘A c WA,. Let J be other localizing subcategory of 
MC. We know that .B = gB for some co-idempotent subcoalgebra B of C. If VA s (GB 
then A c B. Hence A, G B and WA, c +ZB. 0 
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5. Primary decomposition of comodules 
Let .EZ be a Grothendieck category. An object M E & is called semi-artinian if for 
any subobject N c M, M/N contains a simple object (see [3,8,9, p. 1821). Clearly any 
semisimple object of & is semiartinian. Since the class of semisimple objects of .d is 
a closed subcategory of J&‘, then by Proposition 4.7 the class of all semiartinian objects 
of d is a localizing subcategory. We say that .d is a semiartinian category if any 
object in &’ is semi-artinian. If C is a coalgebra, then the category MC of all right 
C-comodules is a semi-artinian category. 
Assume now that d is a semi-artinian category. We denote by Q the set of 
isomorphism classes of simple objects of &. If w = [S] is an element of Q (i.e. X is 
a simple object), dU will denote the smallest localizing subcategory containing S. By 
Proposition 4.7, &‘, = {M E & ) N c M, M/N contains a simple object isomorphic to 
S}. Let ME d, and M, = t,(M), where f,, is the radical associated to &(,,, i.e. M, is 
the sum of all subobjects of M belonging to dU. Following [3], M, will be called the 
u-primary component of M. It is easy to see that the sum CusRMw is direct, i.e. 
c wsnMw = @ws~ M,. In general M # OwSn M,. When M = Owe0 M,, then M is 
said to have a primary decomposition (see [3]). This notion generalizes the classical 
primary decomposition for torsion abelian groups (see [8, Lemma 6.11. 
By a result of Dickson [3], if ._& is a semi-artinian category then every M E zz2 has 
a primary decomposition if and only if for any o E R, .c13, is stable. 
Now we study the case d = MC for some coalgebra C. If u E a,-, where Qc is the 
set of isomorphism classes of simple objects of MC, then o = [S] with S a simple 
right C-comodule. We denote C, = (Ann,.(S))‘. It is well-known that C, is a 
- 
simple subcoalgebra of C and C, is uniquely determined by w. We put C, = ((C,), 
- 
= uzEO n”C,. We remark that {C,, cu E s2,} are the irreducible components of C in 
the sense of [l] and [lo]. Now, by the cited result by Dickson and Corollary 4.6, we 
establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Every M E MC has a primary decomposition (i.e. M = ewSn M,) ijand 
only if for uny o E s2c the subcoalgebra C, is u right cojlat C-comodule. 
We now consider a cocommutative coalgebra C. In this case C* is a commutative 
ring. Since MC is isomorphic with Rat-C*, then every rational C*-module is semiar- 
tinian. If M E Rat-C* then it is well-known that for any m E M, C*m has finite 
dimension as k-space and therefore Ass(C*) is a finite set. (Recall that for an 
R-module M, where R is a commutative ring, AssR( M) = (p prime ideal of R ( there 
exists x E M, p = AnnR(x)}, this set is called the assasin of M). 
By [2, Theorem 2.31, it follows that every rational C*-module has a primary 
decomposition. Thus we have the following general result. 
Corollary 5.2. Let C be a cocommutative coalgebru. Then every M E MC has a primary 
decomposition, i.e. M = BwGRMu. In particular C = @jwcRCw. 
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Remark (1) The equality C = OmeR C, is well-known (see [l, lo]). 
(2) By Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 5.1 it results that if C is a cocommutative 
coalgebra, then every localizing subcategory of MC is stable. 
6. Coflat monomorphism 
In the paper [12], Takeuchi defines the notion of k-abelian category .d of finite type 
(k is a field) i.e. .d is locally finite k-abelian category with the property that for any 
simple objects M, N E cr4, the vector space Hom.(M, N) has finite dimension over k. 
Takeuchi also proved [ 12, Theorem 5. l] that .d is a k-abelian category of finite type if 
and only if .d is k-linearly equivalent to MC for some coalgebra C. (In general the 
coalgebra C has a complicated description). Now if C is an arbitrary coalgebra, then 
the category MC is a k-abelian category of finite type. Clearly if %? s MC is a closed 
subcategory, %7 is also a k-abelian category of finite type. In Section 4 we have shown 
that %? = VA for some subcoalgebra A of C, in this case the description of A is more 
peaceful. 
Let 9? be a localizing subcategory of MC, by Gabriel ([S, Chapter III]), we can 
construct the quotient category MC/Y?. But it is not difficult to see that MC/V? is also 
a k-abelian category of finite type and by the theorem of Takeuchi MC/V is equivalent 
to MD for some coalgebra D. We shall show that for some particular MC/V the 
description of the coalgebra D is transparent. The main result of this paragraph is 
contained in the Theorem 6.1. 
Let cp : C ---f D be a morphism of coalgebras. We consider the canonical functors 
(-), : MC --f MD and (-)” : MD --f MC, 
where (-)” = - q D C. We will assume that C is a left coflat D-comodule (in this case 
q is called a left coflat morphism) i.e. (0” is exact. We define the subcategory 3, of MD 
in the following way 
FV={N~MDINnDC=O}. 
Since (0” is exact, the cFcP is a localizing subcategory of MD and we can construct the 
quotient category MD/&. Let 
be the canonical functors, where T is exact, S is right adjoint to T and T c S z lM1j.cP. 
Also if $ : lM~l -+ S 0 T is the canonical functorial morphism, then for any N E MD we 
have that KU $(N), Coker I/I(N) E Y,, (This is well known, see [S, Chapter III]). 
With these notations we have the promised result. 
Theorem 6.1. Let cp : C + D be a left cojlat monomorphism. The categories MD/~& and 
MC are equivalent via the,functors F and G, where F = T c (-), und G = (-)” 3 S. 
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Proof. We consider first M E MC. Then F(M) = T( M,). We have the exact sequence: 
0- Ker $(M,)- M,- ‘(M’0) ST(M,)- Coker $(M,)-0 
where Ker $(M,,), Coker $(M,) E &. Since the functor (-)” is exact, then 
i.e. $(M,) q D 1, is an isomorphism. Hence GF(M) z M, q D C (functorial isomor- 
phism). Since cp : C + D is a monomorphism by Theorem 3.5 we have that 
M,,,O,C E M and GDF s l,(. 
Let X E MD/& be an arbitrary object. Using the morphism cp : C + D considered as 
a morphism of left D-comodules where C is a left D-comodule, we have the canonical 
morphism: 
109 
S(X) q D c- S(X) q DD z l BE S(X). 
Let x = (1 @ c)(l q D cp). Take z = I:= 1 Xi @ Ci E S(X) 00 C, we have G!(Z) = 
I:= 1 xieD(cp(ci)) = JT~= 1 -Yiec(ci), since cDcp = cc. Since cp: C + D is a monomorphism, 
then the canonical map p2 : C 0” C + C given by F~(C,~)C~ 0 c2) = &,c~E(c~) is an 
isomorphism. Since C is a left coflat D-comodule, the exact sequence of right D- 
comodules 
O- Ker x----t S(X) q DC’A S(X)- Coker c(- 0 
becomes exact when tensoring with - lJoC and since pz is an isomorphism, 
then Ker u q o C = Coker r q o C = 0. Hence Ker a and Coker 2 E ,Yq. Thus 
(To(-),,,)(S(X)O.C) E TS(X) 2 X and FOG s 1,~ r,. 
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